This paper describes the concepts behind and implementation of the multimedia art work Alan01 / AlanOnline, which wakes up the 1952 criminally convicted Alan Turing as a piece of code within the art work -thus fulfilling Turing's own vision of preserving human consciousness in a computer. The work's context is described within the development of associative storytelling structures built up by interactive user feedback via an image and video retrieval system. The input to the retrieval system is generated by Alan01 / AlanOnline via their respective sketch interfaces, the output of the retrieval system being fed back to Alan01 / AlanOnline for further processing and presentation to the user within the context of the overall artistic experience. This paper, in addition to presenting the productions and image retrieval system, also presents the installation and online production user reception and some of the issues and observations made during the development of the systems.
The research production carries on the continuing research on associational and new forms of interaction structure and narrative. In Alan 01 / AlanOnline, we are particularly interested in looking into user/engager and associational system interaction logics: how will interaction modes and tempo regulate and be influenced by story tempo and mode? Previous production-based research has included, for instance, Accidental Lovers [1] , which discovered a clear correspondence between user interaction and story tempo, though free user interaction available at all times [37] . In addition, we were interested in using the image retrieval to convert nontextual input into textual concepts and symbols. As a concept this is fascinating and opens up endless opportunities in the context of interactive art, for instance as a tool for creating sophisticated installation and artwork interfaces.
In this paper we present two art works, one an online interface, the other a physical installation, which use image and media retrieval as the method of driving the interaction between users and the installations, and the associational narrative possibilities enabled by the systems. In AlanOnline, users can also interact by drawing and sketching, generating a visual stimulus, which is fed into the image retrieval system. The results generated by the image retrieval system then result in a cascade of other actions in the works themselves, allowing users to interact with the multimedia installations in a visual manner. Physical interaction in Alan01 and the drawing interface in AlanOnline, body movement produced media representations of mind, carry on the "disophrenia" theme further.
The paper is structured as follows: in the next section the Alan01 / AlanOnline cross media artwork concept is presented, which is then followed by a description of both of these productions. The image retrieval system used in these productions is then described, along with a detailed description will be given of the retrieval techniques used and an initial evaluation of these techniques. This is followed by a short description of the productions' audience reception, conclusions and future work.
THE CONCEPT: Alan01 / AlanOnline
Media and image retrieval (see chapter 3) play central roles in the multimedia art productions that consist of two individual parts: Alan01 -a physical installation, and AlanOnline -the installation's online counterpart. 1 Both of these systems engage interactive audience in dialogue with a fictional Alan, as if Turing's consciousness had been coded into a machine at the time of his death. The user/engager can "talk" to Alan01 and AlanOnline by a system of symbols, which we imagine to have been relevant to Alan Turing's life. In Alan01 the symbols are physically arranged into sequences by the installation user, while in AlanOnline, the physicial interaction is simulated by a drawing interface for the symbols' retrieval. The AlanOnline system starts with a way of allowing the user to draw an image, which is then passed to the image retrieval system, which returns one or more matching symbols from a hand-built collection. The search result or results then trigger an associational story in each of the productions, which will be described in sections 2.1 and 2.2.
The retrieval is made from a limited set of approximately 50 symbolic images, the graphical presentation and selection of which having been made while bearing in mind the nature of the interface. The symbols are similar to what a user might draw in a short time of 1 The productions' website: http://mlab.taik.fi/alanonline/ five to ten seconds. Another requirement for the selection of the symbols is that they are connected to the context of Alan Turing's life. A couple of examples of the images: bird, hand, fish and heart are shown in Figure 1 .
The idea of the drawing interface is therefore to enable a non-textual input to an art piece, which can still be translated to symbols and their textual meanings. From there on, the associational narrative structure script of the art piece can start to function. 
The Alan01 Installation
The physical installation ( Figure 2 ) is composed of a black darkened room in which is placed a horizontal touch screen, a series of three monitors for displaying videos and user feedback, plus three threedimensional heads, which function as video projection surfaces. The touch screen provides the interface for interacting with engagers (the glowing horizontal display in Figure 2) ; its surface is sandblasted to make it suitable for video projection, images being projected via a mirror upwards from beneath the glass. Under the table there is also a video camera that captures any movement that happens above the cube. When a user presses her finger against the glass, the finger reflects the bright white light from the video projector. The software of the installation's main computer detects these bright blobs on the surface and projects black "paint" blobs on the corresponding spots. This experience of drawing/choosing symbol sequences on the glass is somewhat similar to finger painting. Within the experimental drawing interface that remains to be used in public in future (for the first show of the installation we used choosing the symbols by finger or an object), the interface remains untouched for a couple of seconds, the system displays a timer icon on the screen, which functions as feedback for the user, hinting that unless they resume drawing, the system will move on. Once the timer finishes, the user's image is saved locally on the computer. This image is then used as input to a media retrieval system, which will return a result symbol, which is then presented to the user. The aim of this setup is to create a sophisticated input device without utilizing traditional buttons or keyboard.
A simple XML file serves as the database and structure for the content of the installation. In the XML file each symbol, as returned by the search, has a set of associative words, the number of which varies from one to five. The associative word is selected randomly from these potential matches and displayed on the surface with the resulting image. Connected to each word there is a light signalling code, structured as either short or long flashes, similar to Morse code, but not mapped to letters like standard Morse code. The main unit sends this code sequence by blinking the touch surface, the flashing code then being detected by other parts of the installation. The installation has three receiving units that monitor the main touch screen with web cameras. These receiving units time the duration of the light sequences on the screen and the duration between them (see Figure 4 for a conceptual sketch of the installation). Each receiving unit has an identical XML file that serves as the code key for translating the light message, the length of which varies from one to seven flashes, back to the corresponding textual meanings. Various different media assets are also associated with each code in this XML file. The receiving unit reacts to the message it received by showing the related content through its three output channels: video material of an actor portraying Alan Turing mixed with a 3D animation made with a model of the same actor's head are shown on a screen, as well as projected onto a physical miniature statue that is printed from the same 3D model. The emotional effect of the video projection bears resemblance to Tony Oursler's projections on balloon-heads, for example, in System for Dramatic Feedback [23] , while the physicality of the 3D statue might remind the user of the uncanny robotic puppetry of Ken Feingold's Head [6] . However, the combination of "virtual" projection onto a statue created from the same 3D model is quite unique.
Dialog sentences are projected onto a surface and played as audio that has been produced with text-to-speech synthesis. In the XML file each machine has its own designated assets, so no two units will react in the same way. The video images are emotional reactions to the symbols and words, while the dialog is spoken by a monotonous machine voice that reveals aspects of the personal history and personality of Alan Turing.
Morse code and light signalling
The concept for the light signalling communication between computers was initially developed during a Pure Data workshop held by M. Koray Tahiroglu in Media Lab Helsinki during September 2008. The idea was to create a system where two computers could have a conversation with each other, in a way where the flow of data is visible to the viewers. The possibility of allowing errors where one machine misunderstands the other or where a viewer intervenes would then make the conversation between the two machines interesting and unpredictable.
In the system the sending and receiving units share a common code key that translates predefined words to sequences of light flashes (similar to Morse code) that vary in length from one to seven flashes. Each of the flashes is translated to be either long or short, and every burst of light within one message is followed by a short moment of darkness. Each complete message is followed by a dark period, the duration of which is at least twice the length of the short darkness. In this way the system defines when a message is completed. Adjusting the duration of light and dark periods affects the susceptibility to interference. The longer the durations are, the less likely the system is to misunderstand the message.
Within the context of the installation, a user may manipulate the system by blocking a code sequence. The importance of a user's body for communication thus becomes articulated within the installation environment. The system can, for instance, misinterpret a long sequence such as "--...--" for a shorter one like "--...", if the user decides to block the receiving camera half way through the message. Since the code key is built in the fashion of a pyramid, shorter messages always have some meaning coded into them. Thus it is more likely that short messages are received without error and that longer messages are likely to be mistaken for shorter ones.
AlanOnline
The online counterpart of the physical installation shares many of its media assets with the installation. The image retrieval system is used in the same fashion and the logic of the connections of the media content in the XML file is similar. The media files are also the same, with the exception that the content is compressed and modified to be suitable for a web browser interface. The different characteristics of physical media installations and non-material artwork, which only exist as software, are an important factor when a physical installation and online version are designed around the same theme, using shared assets. In the case of AlanOnline, the browser version is not an attempt to copy the physical installation, but instead to create a similar yet individual art piece that offers another interface to the same content, using the media elements and providing interaction and output in a way that is most suitable for its presentation media and technology. This is to ensure that the design choices of the online piece are valid, so that it can exist as well as if no physical installation was ever created. Lev Manovich [19] describes the nature of the underlying question in the following way: "Synthetic computer-generated imagery is not an inferior representation of our reality, but a realistic representation of a different reality." Figure 5 shows the present version of AlanOnline.
In AlanOnline the user faces a white landscape that on closer examination reveals itself as a massive circuit diagram that disappears to a distant imaginary horizon. In the centre of this pseudo space is the main interface -a white slightly translucent cube. Where in the installation there is the main unit and its three subunits, here there is only one machine performing all the tasks, the user being figuratively placed inside the machine.
The user's tool of interaction is a black and white representation of a human hand, with its index finger extended. The top of the white cube is the canvas of the online version, which the user can draw on in much the same fashion as in the physical installation. Once the drawing is finished the Flash application sends the image back to the server, where it is used for the image retrieval that is made based on the same symbol set as in the installation. The result image is uploaded and the result's media content is retrieved. The code that was used in the installation as a visible means of communication, is now revealed to the user as an audible series of telegraph style "dit" and "dah" sounds, which in addition to the historical reference, offer the user feedback that the system is processing data, and actions will soon follow.
Once the associative word has been chosen, it is connected to the image. The dialog sentence is presented as text and played back using the synthesized voice. The voice is played using virtual surround sound so that the source of the sound seems to be behind the user, which enhances the users feeling of being in the centre of the machine. As an additional visual connection between the voice and the imaginary computer a sound wave spectrum reacts to the voice. Following the sentence, instances of the connected emotional video responses of the actor and 3D animations are then played in different parts of the virtual space.
IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
The backend retrieval system is responsible for the retrieval of the images used in AlanOnline and is planned to be used in future versions of Alan01. It is based on a heavily developed version of the system described in [38] , much expanded with the ability to search images, videos, and external web search services. While essentially, its development has been altered to reflect the differing and challenging requirements of the Alan01 and AlanOnline productions.
The first point to be made is that the visual retrieval system is only required to generate a single result: a single result is used by Alan01 as the initialising point for the sequence of other actions; in the AlanOnline production, it is possible to display multiple results, to provide multiple responses to the input, although this is not considered here. This requirement calls for high precision results, with the added requirement that the system must always generate a result -even if there is nothing in the collection which is similar to the input query, the closest should always, ideally, be selected.
Secondly, the matching required by the productions is largely visual in nature -each query input, whether generated by the touch screen in Alan01 or the online drawing canvas of AlanOnline, is only required to be visually similar to the result image in some manner. But this visual similarity should be understandable, i.e. users should be able to intuitively see why a result was produced for a query, or be able to determine a property of the search result which matches the input query. If the system cannot return results which cannot be interpreted as similar, the risk is that those interacting with the productions will be less likely to engage with them.
As mentioned in Section 2, for the specific needs of the installation a limited set of roughly 50 images were created ( Figure 1 ). The retrieval system is expected to retrieve the most semantically similar image from this small collection of 50 images, but for an arbitrary hand drawing generated by Alan01 / AlanOnline via their respective sketch interfaces.
Since the collections we are using in our case do not belong to a specific domain, it is difficult to predict if the boundary based or region based algorithms will perform better. Additionally, since we have a very small collection of shapes and the queries are expected to be generated by Alan01 and AlanOnline through an interface where a user can draw any arbitrary image, the similarity retrieval of an object from the collection becomes a big challenge. For instance, the image in the database for the object snake shown in Figure 6 (a) is very different from the user drawn snake shown in Figure 6 (b) and yet the system should ideally retrieve the snake shown in Figure 6 (a).
Figure 6: Examples of collection and query images
Almost all methods proposed so far for shape retrieval, have a fixed model dataset, containing images which may be occluded, distorted or otherwise transformed. The free style drawings in the collection open up a new research question in the field of shape representation and retrieval. Hence, we have used a variety of boundary based and region based features to investigate the suitability of these feature for free style hand drawn shape recognition and retrieval as explained in later sections.
Architecture
The system architecture is shown in Figure 7 , and provides a backend retrieval system which deals with the indexing and retrieval
of images and videos, a SOAP web service interface which is used by Alan01 and AlanOnline to carry out content-based searches automatically, and a separate web interface which can be used by the artistic developers to experiment and search their collections of images. This latter search interface is called the "AspectBrowser", an earlier iteration of this interface having been evaluated and described in [36] .
The SOAP web service provided by the backend retrieval system exposes a number of different services, including:
• Search: a search can be carried out based on one or more image examples and/or text (when available). Which features to use in the search, the collection to search, and the number of results required can also be changed
• Return the list of available collections: this returns the list of collections which can be searched
• Get available features for a collection: each collection may be indexed using different types of features, this method allows a client to discover the types of feature which can be used to search in a given collection Image indexing and retrieval of the Alan01 and AlanOnline data set is achieved via the use of various low-level visual features such as colour, edge, texture, etc, each image being represented via these low level features, and retrieval being carried out via image example. For use in Alan01 and AlanOnline, a number of shape features (also known as shape descriptors) were investigated, each of which will be described in the following sections.
Shape Descriptors

Edge Histogram
The spatial distribution of edges in an image is a very useful descriptor for similarity search and retrieval [18] . To compute an edge histogram descriptor, the image is divided into 16 blocks and then the local-edge distribution for each block is represented by a histogram. In total, 80 histogram bins are required to represent each edge histogram of all blocks.
Since considering the block-edge histogram alone may not be sufficient for image matching, global-edge descriptors are also implemented in addition to local block edge descriptors.
Additionally, edge distribution information for the whole image, horizontal and vertical semi-global-edge distributions, as well as local edge distributions are also used to improve the matching performance. The global-edge histogram and semi-global-edge histograms are estimated from the local 80 bins. The global-edge histogram is calculated by accumulating the five types of edge distributions for all blocks. The semi-global-edge histograms are estimated from the grouped blocks, which are grouped in the following ways: grouping of four vertical blocks, grouping of four horizontal blocks and grouping of four neighbour blocks. In this case, 13 different segments are created. The corresponding edge histograms for each segment are then calculated using the localedge histograms. After combing the local, the semi-global and the global histograms, a new histogram with 150 bins is constructed for similarity matching.
To calculate the similarity between two images in the edge domain, the following distance measure using two edge histograms A and B is adopted: 
Contour Shape
Object shape features provide a powerful clue to identity [4] ; the contour shape extractor used in the system is implemented in two steps: (i) locate the objects in the image and extract its outer contour, followed by (ii) extract the contour features.
Given an image, it is first transformed to obtain a monochrome image where object and background are represented in contrasting colours. An edge extractor is first applied to obtain the edge information of the object, followed by a morphological open-close operation in order to smooth the computed contours and connect any breakage in the contours.
Although there are many edge detection algorithms available, we make use of very simple convolution in the spatial domain to obtain the boundaries of the object. The structuring elements (also called masks or filters) shown in Figure 8 are used to obtain inner and outer boundaries of objects in an image.
From all such generated region contours, the largest closed contour is selected and used to represent the object, since it is usually the outer boundary of the image object, thus preserves object shape. An example of the largest extracted contour of an apple image is illustrated in Figure 9 . This is with the assumption that there is only one object in a image but with many regions within itself.
Given the extracted contour, we follow the contour in a clockwise manner and keep track of the direction as we go from one contour pixel to the next, represented using a chain code [16] . Given a contour pixel, the next contour pixel is a pixel from its 8-connected neighbours. A unique number, from 0 to 7, is used to represent each direction. Looping through all the contour pixels, any contour can be represented by as a numerical array for similarity matching. 
Figure 8: The structuring elements used for finding boundaries of an object in the image
Using chain codes is efficient because of the constraints on their construction. Only a starting point is represented by its location; the other points on the shape curve are represented by successive displacements from grid to grid along the curve. Since the chain code is invariant under boundary rotation, it makes the similarity matching between two contours relatively easy. 
Object Signature
Due to the fact that the shape features for irregular, free style drawings can be very complicated, we have also studied the pixel distribution of the object in an image. However, depending on the pressure an artist applies on the instrument used to draw the picture, the concentration of pixels in regions may vary. It is more appropriate therefore to thin the boundaries of the object to obtain a single pixel thickness shape. This helps to generate a fair matching irrespective of the thickness due to different pressures. However, employing any thinning algorithm will distort the shape of the object, hence we extract the boundaries of the object as explained in the previous section.
Figure 10: The boundaries of guitar and the minimum bounding rectangle
Once the boundaries of the object are extracted, a minimum bounding rectangle is used to fit the object. A minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) is the smallest rectangle that can completely contain an object in an image. The object along within the MBR can be normalized, i.e., scaled down or up, to obtain a standard sized image for easier matching. The minimum bounding rectangle is then partitioned into a number of blocks, as shown in Figure 10 . The ratio of object pixels and the background pixels are computed for each block and are recorded as a feature descriptor.
The boundary pixels of the object are used to generate another feature descriptor for the image, a "Signature" for the object. Using every object pixel on the object boundary, the centre of the object is computed. With this centre, the object is scanned in a counter clockwise direction from 0 degree to 360 degrees with a certain interval. The distance of the pixel at, say, d degrees, from the object centre is computed and recorded as another feature descriptor. Figure 11 , shows an instance during the generation of the centroid profile for a guitar object, showing the direction angles at intervals of 45 degrees. 
Fusion
Each of the image features described in Section 3.2 generate a separate result list for a given query image. Since a query may be relevant to multiple different collection images in multiple different ways, we require a method of fusing the search results generated by the different features into a single result list. After fusion of result lists, we can remove the top ranked image as the final result for use in Alan01 and AlanOnline.
In order to achieve this, we have implemented and tested six different fusion methods:
• Reciprocal rank, which is a simple summing of the reciprocal of the rank of each result [22] . For an image i and rank list j, the reciprocal rank is defined as:
Where position(image ij ) is the rank position of image i in list j.
• The Borda count method, which gives a number of points to each image at a given rank, and then sums the points to determine the final ranks. We use the system described in [22] , where if there are n possible image results across all ranked lists being merged, an image at rank i will be given n-i points.
• The Condorcet method takes account of the relative positions of the ranked images, building up a matrix of which image results come above, below, or are tied in rank with other images. Again, we use the system described in [22] .
• A voting method, which counts the number of ranked lists an image result is part of, and then ranks primarily on this number [29] .
• The minimum, maximum and sum of the similarities generated by the different features for each result image. In this scheme, the similarity scores for an image result across all ranked lists are used as input, where a new score is generated by taking the minimum, maximum or the sum of the scores [7] .
The first four of these methods are based solely on the ranks of the results, the final three instead utilise the similarity scores generated by the similarity matching function used in retrieval.
Evaluation
In order to evaluate which of the combinations of features and fusion techniques produced the best results, a small evaluation was carried out which simulated a series of known item searches. Two image collections were used, the first being the collection of target images, the other a set of hand-drawn query images.
As a first step, a set of relevance judgements was manually created, where each query image was matched to its ideal target image (an example is given in Figure 12 ). In addition to an ideal "target", we also defined for each query zero or more alternative images which were deemed to be acceptable results for the query, but not ideal ( Figure 13 ). This latter list was defined to enable us to consider the matching between query and target(s) as a fuzzy mapping, in order to model that which was thought to be "acceptable" in the implementation of Alan01 and AlanOnline, where the output generated need not always be exact. Indeed, the collection may not necessarily contain any images similar to the query.
Once the manual relevance judgements were constructed, each query image was matched to 47 collection images, for each combination of feature, fusion technique, and ten different rank list depths. In addition to the three features defined in Section 3.2 which consisted of Edge Histogram (Eh), Contour Shape (Cs), and Signature (S), two other colour based features were used for comparison purposes: Colour Histogram (Ch) and Colour Layout (Cl). Both of these features were as defined by the MPEG-7 standard [4] . While these features were not expected to perform as well as the others, they are commonly used in a number of other retrieval situations, and provide an interesting comparison to the others used.
The fusion techniques were as described in Section 3.3, consisting of the reciprocal rank (Rrank), voting (Vote), Borda, Condorcet, Min, Max, and Sum methods. Since each of these fusion methods operate on ranked lists, we also altered the depth of the ranked lists fused to between one and ten, in order to investigate the impact of fusion depth. By increasing or decreasing the depth, we introduce more or fewer image results for fusion. In the situation where only a single feature is used to perform the retrieval, the fusion is of course not required. Table 1 shows the ten feature, fusion and rank list depth combinations which identified the greatest number of correct target images (left), or the greatest number of alternative target images (right). Combinations are coded as a list of features, the fusion technique, followed by the ranked list size. Note that it is only if the top result of the ranked list matches either the target image or one of the alternative targets will a correct result be counted -if the correct result appears at rank position two or below, the combination will be counted as a fail. While absolute, this reflects the needs of the Alan01 and AlanOnline systems. Additionally it should be noted that when searching for an alternative target image, the ideal target is also considered as a correct response to the query. It can be seen in Table 1 that the best techniques for identifying the target image are correct for 32% of the queries; when also including the alternative targets, this increases to over 40% of queries correct. The best combinations for both situations are, however, different. For detecting a single ideal target image, the top 6 combinations include the Contour Shape and Signature features at various sizes of rank list. When also allowing for the alternative target images, the Colour Layout is present in 9 out of the top 10 best combinations, while a combination of Colour Layout and Signature performs as well as other combinations which include Contour Shape.
Looking at the fusion techniques, the voting method dominates the best performing combinations in both retrieval situations. Rank list size does vary, however, with there being a trend for smaller ranked lists when retrieval aims to only return the single ideal target image. The best performing combination which is common to both situations combines Colour Layout, Edge Histogram, Contour Shape, and Signature together with voting fusion and a ranked list size of 10.
To expand on Table 1 , Figures 14 and 15 show the distribution of the different retrieval combinations for different performance levels on the x-axis. Figure 14 shows that there are a significant number of possible combinations (over 200) which can return the correct image 21% of the time. On Figure 15 , to retrieve any of the images classed as acceptable, it can be seen that the distribution is skewed to the right -only very few of the combinations performed better than 26% correct, although there are again very many which were able to perform at a level of 21% correct results.
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Previous work
The problem of recognising arbitrary shaped images irrespective of various geometric transformations, such as, orientation, scaling, translation and shearing effects has been tackled in the fields of Robotics, object recognition and computer vision, among others. Object recognition with shape features deals with finding a match between certain features obtained from the shape of a query submitted with that of the different instances of the model objects in the database.
A number of approaches have been proposed for 2D object recognition based on shape features that can be categorised into two groups: boundary based methods or region based methods [10, 24, 15, 16] depending on the feature extraction mechanism.
The boundary based methods extract global/local features from the outer boundaries of an object. The simplest way of representing a shape is via a chain code representation, where the direction of the neighbour pixel to a reference pixel is recorded while a boundary is traversed in a clockwise or a counter clockwise direction. Shape boundaries, also known as contours, are represented, by many researchers, using statistical moment variants [17, 31, 34, 43] . Zahn and Roskies, [42] , Persoon and Fu, [27] , and Wallace and Wintz [39] used Fourier descriptors to describe object shape boundaries. Although Hough transforms have a very high computational cost, they are well accepted for better recognition of lines and curves. Ballard [3] and Pao et al. [25] proposed methods based on a generalised Hough transform to represent shapes by a set of tangent lines. Some researchers found that besides curve and lines in a shape some dominant points are more useful for shape representation.
Shape boundaries were represented on the basis of convex and concave curvature points by [5, 8] . Based on the behaviour of the local region pixels, an incremental circle transform was proposed by Han et al. [12] to take care of any effect due to image orientation. Gary and Mehrotra [9] represented shapes by local structural features.
Despite the fact that boundaries are very helpful to preserve the shape of an object, they are very sensitive to noise -the presence of additional pixels or the absence of a few pixels on the boundary completely varies the representative feature of the object. Most methods which work on boundaries are sensitive to starting points and also to the directions in which the boundary is traversed. They generally work in only limited setups. In addition to these disadvantages, there are many applications where the boundary features are not relevant and hence demand the use of region characteristics, i.e., the characteristic of an object within the boundary of the object.
Statistical moments being applicable to all areas in general, were also used to compute region features by a few researchers [33, 31] . Other, features such as those of the MPEG7 framework was used in [28] . A few simpler region features can be found in [10] . Some researchers have also worked on combining boundary features and region features for effective retrieval and wider applicability of the methods. Among these, methods combining moments were proposed by Mehtre et al. [20] . To avoid any discrepancy in the crisp value representation mechanisms, shapes were represented by symbolic features in [11] .
RECEPTION OF THE PRODUCTION
The Alan01 installation was placed on display from the 4 th of June, 2009. The first version of the online counterpart was also published at the same time. The first production versions' audience reception was investigated 16-22 June 2009. In total 26 users, 11 males (42%) and 15 females (58%) participated in the evaluation by filling out the survey form. Out of these 18 (69%) were interviewed.
Overall experience of Alan01 Installation received excellent feedback with 95% positive score. Quality of overall production was found to be very high. Amongst the individual attributes, Quality of Head Animations, Graphic Design and Video clips received excellent response with 96%, 86% and 82% positive scores respectively. In the interviews these were found to be most appreciated and engaging features of the installation. AlanOnline's overall experience received high scores (76% positive) and was found easy to use (43% positive and 29% average). Amongst individual attributes, Graphic Design was most appreciated (53% positive). Users identified relationship between drawing and resulting symbols as weak (47% average and 28% negative). Experience due to meaningfulness of user's action received neutral scores for both Alan01 Installation (60% average) and AlanOnline (47% average). Whereas recognition of relationship between user's action and interface response received equally distributed results for both Alan01 Installation (43% positive and 30 % negative) and AlanOnline (51% positive and 33% negative).
Three independent academia and industry expert reviews (by a design researcher, museum visitor generated content researcher and interactive media writer & director) were generally praising, though narrative and spatial coherence between the two pieces was wished to be made more substantial in future.
CONCLUSIONS: THE CONTENT
The Alan01 and AlanOnline concept and production present a very demanding challenge to an image retrieval system, where a visual retrieval is required which is consistent with the behaviour of the human visual perceptive system, and which can present high precision results for input queries. The level of accuracy of the results has to be high to ensure that the retrieval within the production doesn't just become a technical gimmick. Instead it should be an integral part of the artwork.
In the present production one of the central issues has become the predictability of the retrieval results, an aspect which is not typically considered as important in the field of image retrieval. In an interface that uses this technology, the user is tempted to start to test the system or even play against it. Seeing the results which the system has delivered previously affects the imagery that a user starts to draw henceforth. If a user tries to replicate the images he/she has seen in previous results, the following results need to be consistent in order to avoid the feeling of randomness in the system, and to ensure that the communicated illusion of the installation is not broken.
When the resulting image set is limited and preselected, the level of graphic detail also needs to be relative to the system's ability to recognize details. In the case of the experimental art productions, an added factor is limiting the number of search results. In a conventional image retrieval system, if the user is presented with the top ten retrieval results, it is typically considered sufficient if a significant ratio of those results is relevant -the fact that the highest ranked result isn't relevant doesn't render the whole result list unusable, which is the case here.
From the point of view of the retrieval, the implementation of an image retrieval system tailored to the needs of the Alan01 / AlanOnline production has been a very challenging endeavour. While the image collection to be searched is small, the reality has been that creating a content based image retrieval system which is acceptable for production use has been extremely difficult, and is likely to continue to be difficult. Problems include the lack of training data, and the difficulty in the judgment of relevance within the context of the work. While initially the aim was to concentrate purely on visual similarity, in practice this is difficult: we naturally think in terms of the semantics of the image. I.e. the knowledge that an image is an "apple" or "computer" can override particular visual similarities which may be present between two images. Working on the problems raised by the Alan01 and AlanOnline productions has resulted in a rethinking of the needs and roles of the content-based image retrieval.
The ability to convert non-textual input into textual concepts or symbols is fascinating and opens up endless opportunities in the context of interactive art. Image retrieval technology shows great promise as a tool for creating sophisticated installation and artwork interfaces, potentially allowing the creation of rich user interfaces, but ones which can still be used immediately by a visitor, whether adult or child.
The first phase tests and audience reception of the Alan01 / AlanOnline delivery systems' ability to produce engaging mininarratives is promising. Quality of overall production was found to be very high. With the logic and tempo of the associational and procedural narrative structure script working, future concentration is on the rhetoric of physical space, user body movement, and the use of moving image and sound to support the logic. The final success of the production's future will be defined on how we continue to tie up the physical space and online rhetoric with the system logic. The independent interactive media writer & director expert reviewer (see chapter 4) commented on the production: "This ambitious installation addresses a complex topic, experimenting boldly with dramaturgy as well as content and form. It is a genuine work of visual and computer-enhanced dramatic art, reaching high aesthetic standards, with a confident sense of integrity and throughcomposition, both in subject and medium."
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